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The Peak Performance Productivity 
Podcast Host - Michael Tipper

Welcome to this companion guide to another great conversation I had with one of my fabulous guests

on the the Peak Performance Productivity Podcast.

This guide is a summary of the many things I found valuable in the conversation and captures all of
this insights, ideas, suggestions, how to's and recommendations that I think you'll and useful too.

If you haven't already done so I suggest you go and listen to the episode yourself to get the

information straight from "the horses mouth". The link to the episode can be found on the next page.

I'd also recommend you visit the site and check out the other great interviews too. There's plenty of

great content and practical ideas you can immediately implement so you can get things done quicker,

more ef�ciently and more effectively.

You'll fnd the link to the site in the footer.

Regards

Michael Tipper

Host of The Peak Performance Productivity Podcast

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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Listen to the Original Podcast Episode Here
https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/podcast/steve-mcdermott-self-limiting-beliefs

Contents
 On Being Yorkshire Born And Bred
 On Writing And Publishing Your First Book

 Steve’s Journey From Creative Director In An Advertising Firm To Motivational Speaker

 The Importance Of Belief

 The Source Of Your Beliefs
 How easily You Can Create And Change Beliefs
 You Can Choose Your Own Beliefs

 The Impact Your Beliefs Will Have On You

 How To Deal With The Seemingly Permanent Nature Of Beliefs

 How Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) Can Help You Change Beliefs

 The Key To Making Changes
 The Critical Belief To Develop For Happiness

 Beliefs And Mental Wellness
 Steve’s Number One Recommendation About Beliefs
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On Being Yorkshire Born And Bred

 Steve’s book “How To Be A Complete and Utter F**k Up” is a reverse psychology self help guide.

 True to his reverse psychology approach to personal development Steve recommends you

DON’T adopt the positive Yorkshire trait of being opinionated.
 Don’t always assume or even think that you are right.

 Steve feels that Yorkshire has such a strong identity and pride because of cricket.  People would
often drive miles to ensure their offspring were born in Yorkshire so they’d be eligible to play

cricket for the county.
 The most trusted accent in the UK (according to research Steve has seen) is the Yorkshire

accent.
 Steve tends to turn up his “Yorkshire” when he is on state because he likes to tell things as they

are.
 Many of his clients like his no nonsense approach to his work and appreciate him being direct

with them.

On Writing And Publishing Your First Book

 Steve self published his book when he �rst wrote it and recommends new authors write their

�rst book as a way of just capturing their ideas.
 To get a publisher, self publish your book �rst to prove the model works before presenting it to a

publisher.

 Belief increases with experiences.  Steve �rst wrote his book as a pamphlet which was well

received.  That opened the door to a publisher who took on the book.

Steve’s Journey From Creative Director In An Advertising Firm To Motivational
Speaker

 Steve felt he got promoted to his level of incompetence and once in a position of management

realised there was more to leading an advertising team than writing so he attended a range of
personal development courses.
 The �rst course he attended was a Dale Carnegie Course - How To Win Friends And In�uence
People. He enjoyed it so much and demonstrated quite a �air that he was invited to return as a

graduate assistant.
 When he helped out he had to step up. He demonstrated how to remember 40 peoples �rst and

second names.

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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 This feat wasn’t based on ability but on having a strategy and believing it was possible.

 That’s how Steve �rst came to appreciate the power of beliefs.
 He then started to train people about motivation and personal development and developed

courses.  He was then spotted by an agent and started doing motivational speaking.

 He realised the American dominance of personal development at the time probably didn’t

present the ideas in a way palatable to the UK and European audience.  So he decided to wrap
up his teachings in comedy and humour.

The Importance Of Belief

 Belief is the strongest theme that runs through his book.
 His most powerful breakthrough came when he discovered that beliefs aren’t true.

 When was the last time you took a step back and analysed your beliefs and where they came
from?

 A belief is just something you feel absolutely certain about based on references or experiences
you’ve had so far that you’ve picked up from your parents or your environment.

 Think of a belief as being like a table.  The tabletop is the belief and the table legs are the
references that support that belief and give you the conviction.

 When I competed in the World Memory Championships and won the silver medal I did so
because I believed I could do it and didn’t believe I could win it - I was right on both counts.

 Steve’s book was triggered by a 2001 survey that said 10% of people would rather be dead, 25%
couldn’t see any future and 33% of people were generally miserable.

 It is not important whether a belief is true or not.  What’s important is how it makes you feel and

behave.

The Source Of Your Beliefs

 Sometimes you get the tabletop (belief) from a generalisation. It might be an intense emotional
experience with just one table leg (reference).

 Sometimes someone tells you something that you accept as being true and then con�rmation

bias kicks in as you start to spot all the reference points that support that belief.
 If someone pre-frames something for you e.g. this audience is going to be really dif�cult, then

you’ll seek out and �nd reference points that support that new belief (if you choose to accept
and embrace the belief in the �rst place).

 You don’t come out of your mother’s womb with your beliefs hardwired. As a child you are like a
sponge and just soak up new beliefs. That’s how our belief in Father Christmas is formed so

strongly.

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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 Your parents have had a massive impact on your beliefs.  It is why it is such a huge responsibility

as a new parent ( or uncle/aunt/grandparent etc).
 Most of the beliefs we instil in our children are to keep them safe or to stop them from being

disappointed.

 “Dad, Dad...I want to be an astronaut”.   Dad replies “Don’t be stupid son, you come from
Doncaster!”

 As we grow up, another in�uential group of people who impact our beliefs are our peer group.

 Our teachers are another key source of our beliefs because of the impact and in�uence they

have on us at an early age and as we grow up.
 Steve was told by his teachers he was bad at maths.  It was only when he had his own business

and had to start dealing in numbers that he realised he could do maths.

How easily You Can Create And Change Beliefs

 In a heartbeat.

 Ask yourself this question:  “How useful is it for me to continue to believe something?”

 Another thing you can do to help you change your beliefs is to have a big (POSITIVE) reason

why adopting the new belief will help you - a moving toward motivation.
 And you can also have a big (NEGATIVE) reason why NOT adopting the new belief will hurt you

- a moving away from motivation.
 Examine where your beliefs have come from because no one comes out their mother’s womb

with predetermined beliefs.

 Steve does not teach presentations skills but teaches presentation beliefs.  He �rmly believes

that beliefs come �rst and skills come second.

You Can Choose Your Own Beliefs

 Steve chose not to buy into the belief that it was inevitable he would hit the “wall” when he ran

his �rst marathon.
 Some people hit the wall and others don’t. What do the people who don’t hit the wall do when

they run a marathon? Let’s do the same.

 To challenge a belief, you need skills (to be able to implement and act on the new belief) and you

need knowledge (to be able to understand that it is possible and why it is possible).
 Steve drew on research he found at the time and then tested the ideas in his own training
schedule. He tested nutrition, he tested whether he’d get cramp or not.

 Steve also approached running a marathon with the belief that you don’t have to look like a
miserable bugger to run one (he’d noticed very few people seemed to be looking like they were

enjoying it).

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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 He believed running a marathon did not have to be a terrible experience.

 There is a scienti�c reason why people hit the wall and if you go into a marathon believing that

you will then you are more likely to hit it.   If you have that belief, when you get to 18 or 19 miles
in a marathon, you are more likely to notice things that’ll lead you to believing you are hitting

the wall.
 If you’ve done the training right, you’ll interpret the messages in a completely different way.

 As presenters, if you believe the audience are going to be dif�cult, then you’ll �nd reference
points that will support that belief...and so it will become true for you.

The Impact Your Beliefs Will Have On You

 Your beliefs will de�nitely impact how you feel which will impact how you behave.

 If you believe all things are permanent, things will affect you differently than if you believe all

things must pass.

How To Deal With The Seemingly Permanent Nature Of Beliefs

 It is hard to do this because you are �ghting something that appears to be very real and very

true.

 Most people believe that they don’t have a choice about what they believe.
 The �rst step to changing your beliefs is to realise that you have a choice in what to believe.
 If you have an experience, that will fundamentally change your beliefs.

How Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) Can Help You Change Beliefs

 NLP is all about strategy and have you ever noticed how some people have better strategies
than others?

 What NLP will do is help you model a successful person’s strategy and then apply it in your own

life (or teach it to others).
 You need to have an insight into what your limiting beliefs might be.
 Once great way to do that is to listen to the excuses that you (or others) use - they’ll give you
insights into your beliefs.

 Look out for “if only” - e.g “if only I was younger/older” - these statements often reveal a limiting
belief.

 Look out for “I can’t” - another indication of a limiting belief.  Often you have to give people an
experience of how they can to help shift the belief.

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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The Key To Making Changes

 The secret to making changes is to make small incremental changes that are easy to implement

and easy to believe that are possible.

 Steve started running by doing the couch to 5k �rst.   Then he realised he could do 10k.  Then

half a marathon and then a full marathon.
 Another way to change beliefs is to �nd someone else who’s done what you don’t (yet) believe

you can do.  If they can do it then so can you.  Social media really helps you �nd role models.

The Critical Belief To Develop For Happiness

 Make yourself accountable and responsible for everything.

 All successful people Steve has worked with hold themselves accountable for everything.
 Very few people (around 10%) take complete responsibility for their lives.

 Most people believe it is 20% luck/circumstances and 80% down to them.
 Some people believe it is 100% NOT their responsibility.
 The bits you don’t take accountability and responsibility for are things you can then take the
easy way out and blame.

 So when you take 100% responsibility and accountability, you have nothing to blame when
things go wrong (other than yourself) and you can take ALL the credit when it goes well.

 People who are peak performers are those who are proactive.

Beliefs And Mental Wellness

 We should all think about mental wellness and not mental illness.

 Steve suffered from depression and jokes about the motivational speaker being unmotivated.
 Steve used to have a belief that you had a choice (about depression).

 In his line of work he always considered himself a “glass half full” kind of person.

 Often people answer “No” when asked if they have had depression because they say they are a

“mentally strong person”. They think they have a choice.
 Steve’s experience is that you don’t have a choice. It can hit you completely by surprise without
any obvious reason.

 Mental ill health is completely misunderstood and it’s not really de�nitively known what causes
it.

 It presents itself differently in different people and Steve’s encouragement is that you will �nd a
way that will be right for you to get out of that state.

 It is important to take baby steps because when you suffer from mental ill health everything
seems so dif�cult.

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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 Steve made a commitment to his wife to do some ironing every day - that was his �rst baby step
to recovery.

 1 in 4 people will have some form of mental health challenge.

 Let’s change the belief in society that it is a stigma and it is not a sign of weakness.

 The belief to hold if you suffer is that there is a way out for you.
 The hardest thing to do is to tell people but it is important that you do.  The dilemma is that it is

easy to tell but hard to talk about it.  So �nd a way that suits you.  He used a WhatsApp group
with male friends.

 People will understand because many have suffered and struggled.

 Steve has written a chapter in a book called Being Fine that is a compilation of men’s

experiences suffering from mental ill health.  All proceeds will go to the charity My Black Dog.

Steve’s Number One Recommendation About Beliefs

Think about something that will make you happy or ful�lled (not material goals) and then identify the

belief that is stopping you from doing that.   Then do some research to �nd a great belief you can
replace it with.

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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